
 

 

 

 

 

Charlie McGrory Sues France: “Je Suis This” 

(Paris) Looking haggard and jet-lagged, an exhausted shade-wearing 

Charlie McGrory walked into the Paris press room and motioned to 

the assembled press corps to sit for a brief prepared statement. 

“While I do 

not want to 

get into the 

recent Paris 

tragedy 

details, I am 

the owner of 

anything ‘I am 

Charlie,’ so someone, somewhere owes me some dough or d’argent 

or whatever you froggies call it.” The crowd gasped and Charlie said, 

“Come on…give me my money. Chop chop, I got a lunch date.”  

Charlie’s dream team of attorneys lead by American legal counsel 

and litigating legend, Patricia Weller, filed lawsuits in several key 

European capitals based of evident of “an 

overt abuse of existing trademarks and 

‘significant loss of royalties’ generated 

by all the “Je Suis Charlie” and “Ich Bin 

Charlie” apparel and relate banners.” Then 

Charlie then interrupted Ms. Weller, Esq. 

and said “Hey, write me a check for three 

billion Euros and I will turn my Gulfstream 

west and get out of here.” After a brief pause, he turned around 

and said, “Find me some nuggets de poulet…rapide!” 
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MNL Wives Join CSI Viewing Clubs 

DVR’s Need Repair Due to “Excessive” Rewinding  

(St. Paul) “Go back to 

the scene where they 

make the poison from 

household chemicals,” 

whispers Barb 

Goodwin. “I need to 

make sure I have the 

portions in the right order.” Other female attendees 

quickly hand Barb over the correct formulary and the 

DVR is now punched forward. This scene has been re-

occurring in Faribault, St. Paul and many other places 

in which wives of many MNL subscribers are starting 

up “crime watching viewing clubs” to pass the time. 

“It is nothing about how to commit the perfect 

murder,” said main organizer Sonja Dapper as she 

finishes highlighting a flow chart complete with time 

schedules and a list of hardware stores without any 

surveillance cameras near the interstate. “This is a 

way for many of us to get together, drink tea and 

catch up 

on the 

latest 

woman 

gossip.”  

Standing 

in front of 

her white 

board 

listing the 

“seven ways to kill without evidence,” Lorrie Beyl says 

the “clubs are a great way to reconnect with family 

and friends” and was very pleased from the recent 

utensil exchange get-together held in the basement 

bathroom at the V.F.W. “I traded with Janee Dame 

for two Tasers®, Stella Press for a functioning 

claymore mine and Karen Ayre for a garrote and 

three bricks of C4. It was such fun and Colleen 

Johnson made the greatest peanut butter bars.” 
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